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A Wondrous Jungle Adventure with Escape 
from Rio - Blue Birds by Pocket Scientists 

Players must collect points, avoid dangerous enemies and obstacles and 
navigate the verdant and exotic jungle landscape.  Designed for a range 
of skill levels and ages, this magical app allows players to use their puzzle 
and strategy chops in the beautiful tropical environment.  But they need to 
be careful and keep a look out for the deadly lianas, leather-winged dinos 
and kamikaze sauruses so they can find their way to their destination.

Remarkably rich, cartoon-style graphics, evocative soundtracks and a 
crisp interface with changeable skins make Escape from Rio - Blue Birds 
an enticing and rare treat.  Gamers will become engrossed in the color-
drenched world of Brazil’s rainforest.  

Blue Bird’s Daring Mission on High-performance   
Android* Tablets 
  
Now, the family-friendly activity can travel with tablet users wherever they 
are.  Hours of responsive operation mean the addictive, comic gameplay 
can go on.  Combining a great story, fantastic visuals and engaging  
cunning, this application is a magical ride on Android* tablets powered by 
Intel Atom Processors.  These lightweight, sleek designs afford players 
and fans another way to enter the beautiful Brazilian jungle, right on their 
high-resolution screens.

Now Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based Tablets for Android*
 
The little blue parrot doesn’t belong in the raucous city of Rio; he wants to escape to the jungle, where he belongs.  In 
a vivid and exciting tale, gamers must help the blue parrot on his quest.  Recently enabled for Intel® Atom™ Processor- 
based tablets for Android*, the Escape from Rio- Blue Birds entertainment invites fans of all ages to join in the fun.
 

Features of Escape from 
Rio - Blue Birds for Intel 
Atom Processor-based  
Tablets for Android*
  
  • All Ages and Skill Levels
  • Part Puzzle, Part Action
  • Multiple Levels of Difficulty
  • Saturates Cartoon Graphics 
  • Charming Soundtrack and 
     Effects



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Joining in the Jungle Fun with the Technology of Intel® Atom™ Processor-based   
Tablets for Android*  

Now, the extraordinary enchantment of the Escape from Rio - Blue Birds saga is just a tap and a swipe away.  By 
instantly downloading this entertaining activity, gamers young and old can indulge in hours of gaming excitement on 
their powerful tablets.   

Escape from Rio - Blue Birds is available for immediate download at Google Play: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pocketscientists.rmrio


